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Editorial services at affordable rates  

Are you self-publishing a novel? I’m an indie fiction specialist. 

I offer professional editorial services at an affordable rate for indie writers. If you’re              

a self-publisher, your expenses are almost certainly going to exceed your royalties.            

You build your reputation one book at a time, so it’s unreasonable to spend in               

excess of $3000 to $5000 per book to get an acceptable file on Amazon’s KDP or                

Smashwords. Upfront costs like that take a huge bite out of the all-important             

promotional budget, which can make or break a title. 

 

 

http://www.indiescribable.com/


 
 

 

Contact me to learn how I can help you get your manuscript ready for the               

competitive indie marketplace with proofreading, copyediting, or developmental        

editing. 

Kevin Brennan 

Author, Town Father, Occasional Soulmates, and Yesterday Road 

Experienced 

Before devoting myself to writing novels (and becoming self-employed to support my            

fiction habit!), I was a copyeditor for a number of medical journals. I served as Managing                

Editor of both the American Heart Association journal, Circulation, and the Journal of the              

American College of Cardiology. During that time, I was also active in the Council of               

Biology Editors and sat on the editorial board of their internal publication, CBE Views. 

My first novel, Parts Unknown, was published in 2003 by William Morrow (HarperCollins). 

I have been writing fiction for more than thirty years. 

 

Dedicated to indie authors 

As a novelist, I know how hard it is to send your work out into the world. I’m highly                   

sensitive to the insecurities that go along with being a writer today -- especially an indie                

writer. I’ll treat your work with complete respect. 

While my focus is on indie fiction of any genre, I’m also available for select non-fiction                

projects, such as essay collections, memoirs, how-to’s, or technical material. I can also             

polish content for your website, including longer blog posts or articles for submission to              

online publications.  

Whether your book is fiction or non-fiction, visit my website to select the level of service                

that answers your needs best. 
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